Biogenic Synthesis of Bi-Metallic (Zn-Cu) Nanoparticles by Leaf Extract of Citrus Limon and Evaluation of its Antibiofilm Activity Against *E. coli*
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The rapid hike in the usage of metallic as well as non-metallic nanoparticles demands their increased synthesis. In our study we synthesized bimetallic Zn-Cu nanoparticles using the greener route i.e. dry leaves powder of Citrus limon as it is environment-friendly, cost-effective, has a high surface area to volume ratio and hence superior over monometallic nanoparticles synthesized via physical or chemical approach. UTI is the most common nosocomial infection and the bacteria associated with it usually is *E. coli*. This pathogen forms biofilm and makes it difficult to treat the disease in less time. Hence, antimicrobial as well as antibiofilm activity of synthesized bimetallic nanoparticles was checked against *E. coli*. Our experimental procedure involved the preparation of ethanolic plant extract using dry leaf powder followed by synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles. Particles were then characterized by using biophysical techniques such as FTIR, Powder-XRD and SEM-EDX. Next, we identified bacteria isolated from environment and hospital source and prepared their pure cultures. Lastly, we carried out the antibacterial and antibiofilm activity of synthesized nanoparticles against isolated *E. coli*. Particles showed the colour change from blue to green upon synthesis and were found to be a triclinic primitive type with an average particle size calculated to be 27.76nm as seen in PXRD. FTIR analysis gave characteristic peaks of functional groups. SEM-EDX confirmed successful doping and grain size of the particle. Bacteria isolated from samples showed pink rods in gram staining indicating gram-negative bacilli. Biochemical findings confirmed *E. coli* in samples. Characteristic zones of inhibition in range 12-18mm establish good antibacterial properties with MIC of synthesized nanoparticles <0.5mg/ml and crystal violet assay assure antibiofilm properties of Zn-Cu. The result of the study can be advantageous to develop an understanding of the development of nano-based medicine for biofilm-producing pathogens.
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Synthesis and characteristics of nanoparticles (NPs) are broadly contemplated over the past few years due to their novel characteristics, yet in addition due to their potential applications in hardware, optoelectronics, data stockpiling, catalysis, biosensors, and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)\(^1\). To increase the effectiveness of the two metals their alloying is done so that the resulting substance has better mechanical usefulness than their starting material. Hence, bimetallic nanoparticles are synthesized that show better traits than their respective monometallic counterparts\(^2\). The properties of bimetallic nanoparticles can be altered by manipulating their size, morphology, synthesis and atomic ordering. Albeit the composition of bimetallic nanoparticles...
Bimetallic nanoparticles synthesis can be achieved via several metals like Au, Ag, Pt, Zn, Cu, Ti etc. Zinc and copper metals play numerous roles in biology. Talking about the human body, zinc is involved in the catalysis of near about 200 enzymes. It also aids immune defence, division of cells, synthesis of protein and DNA along wound healing. It’s a metal with great properties of growth be it from the womb till puberty. Zinc also holds marvellous antibacterial properties that too in minute concentrations. Similarly, copper holds many functions in the human biological system. It allows the proper functioning of valuable enzymes and establishes the strength of connective and epithelial tissue throughout the body. Free radicals forming in the body cause health issues. Copper get rid of them thereby preventing damage and thereby acting as an antioxidant as well as pro-oxidant. Copper plays a role in the normal functioning of the thyroid gland and haemoglobin production. Nanoparticle synthesis could be physical, chemical or biological. But, due to long procedures involve in physical methods and loads of toxicants in chemical methods greener route is promoted for synthesizing nanoparticle. Green nanoparticle synthesis eliminates the release of harmful by-products thereby regulating the environmental remediation process and thus proving itself to be environment friendly. Green synthesis can be achieved using either plant as well as microbe species such as leaves, seed, roots, fruit or bacteria, algae, fungi respectively. Since green synthesis does not involve any additional reducers, therefore, it is cost-effective, doesn’t require high temperature or pressure, therefore, energy-saving yet can be used for nanoparticle synthesis on a large scale and as discussed earlier it is environment friendly as well. So, these are the perks of the biological method of nanoparticle manufacturing over physical and chemical methods. Among all plants available for nanoparticle synthesis medicinal plants are favoured over others as they naturally have antibacterial properties, one such plant is Lemon. *Citrus limon* is one of the predominant crops grown. Belonging to the family Rutaceae it has good alkaloid content, therefore showing great antibacterial and anticancer activities in extracts of its different parts be it leaves, peel, roots, stem etc. Some species of bacteria are difficult to treat because of the biofilm they form to protect themselves. Biofilms were first demonstrated by great scientist Antonie van Leeuwenhoek. All sorts of bacteria either gram-positive or negative forms biofilm on several surfaces such as medical implants, teeth surface, water bodies as well as living tissues etc. Several bacterial species together produce an extracellular polymeric matrix and gets embedded within it. This represents a bacterial biofilm, which may contain single species or can be multiple one’s. The matrix of biofilm is an internal environment of biofilm that initiates the adhesion of bacteria and also stabilizes the three-dimensional structure of biofilm. Enzymes are secreted in response to supplements available, which decides the composition of the extracellular matrix and also the architecture of biofilm. Urinary catheters readily acquire biofilms on their outer and inner surface which results in urinary tract infections. The main bacteria involved in causing biofilm-associated UTI is *E. coli* along with *E. faecalis, P. aeruginosa, P. mirabilis* and several other gram-negative bacteria. Antibiotics have helped fight biofilm-associated UTI but they take a longer duration therefore, a different approach using nanoparticles in treating infections associated with biofilms have proved to be more effective. Silver nanoparticles have already given positive results in this aspect. But, the use of bimetallic nanoparticles against bacterial biofilms is still vaguely discussed. Hence, we are here to check the efficacy of zinc doped copper nanoparticles synthesized from lemon leaf extract in disrupting biofilms formed by *E. coli*.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Preparation of Plant Extract**

The *Citrus limon* plant material was collected from the botanical garden of Jiwaji University, Gwalior. Leaves of the plant were thoroughly washed using water and then finely ground using mortar and pestle. 8 grams of crushed leaves were dissolved in 50% ethanol. After 24 hours’ extract was filtered using Whatman filter
paper and stored in the refrigerator to be used for nanoparticle synthesis21.

**Synthesis and Characterisation of bimetallic nanoparticles**

1ml of 1:9 diluted lemon leaf extract was added to the mixture of 0.01M ZnNO$_3$ and 0.1M CuSO$_4.5\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and kept on a magnetic stirrer for 4 hours at 25°C at the speed of 400 rpm. Once the particles are reduced, they were dried on a Petri plate in a hot air oven. The next step is scrapping of particles and collecting their powder in micro centrifugation tubes for washing with ethanol. After 5-6 wash at 8000 rpm for 5 minutes’ particles are dried on a dry bath and after this step, they are ready to be utilised for further experiments22. Synthesized particles were sent to SAIF-STIC for characterization using PXRD, FTIR and SEM-EDX.

**Sample Collection and Bacterial Isolation**

Environmental samples were collected using sewage water from different locations and clinical isolates were gathered from Birla Institute of Medical Research, Gwalior. Bacterial isolation was achieved by using the spread plate technique on nutrient agar media23.

**Biochemical identification of bacteria**

Bacteria isolated were identified to be *E.coli* using Bergey’s Manual Method involving gram staining and biochemical methods like IMViC test, lactose fermentation tests and hydrogen sulphide production test24.

**Pure culture formation**

Pure cultures of isolated bacteria will be formed by streak plate method/pour plate method25. Different agar mediums were used for streaking i.e. Mac Conkey agar, Nutrient Agar as well as Eosin Methylene Blue Agar.

**Antimicrobial activity of Zn-Cu Bimetallic Nanoparticles (BMNPs)**

Well, the diffusion method was opted to determine the antibacterial activity of synthesized nanoparticles26. Nutrient agar plates were prepared, and wells were punched in a medium. Next 100 il of bacteria from broth culture was spread over a medium using an L-shaped spreader. Lastly, 50 il of 10mg/ml of particles were added in wells along with monometallic counterparts.

**Antibiofilm activity of Zn-Cu BMNPs**

Formation of biofilm by the bacteria and anti-biofilm activity of synthesized Zn-Cu particles was determined by crystal violet assay using 96 well microtiter plate. 200il of bacterial broth is added in wells and kept in an incubator for 48 hours. After the defined period bacterial culture broth is replaced with fresh broth in some wells and particles, antibiotics and mononmetallic nanoparticles are added in other wells. The microtiter plate is again incubated for 24 hours. After 24 hours’ broth is discarded, and wells are air-dried for 15 minutes then washed with 0.9% NaCl twice and then stained with 0.4% (w/v) crystal violet dye for 30 minutes. After this excess stain is removed by washing wells with distilled water and after that 33% glacial acetic acid is added to wells and O.D. is taken on a microtiter plate reader at 630nm. Biofilm formed was determined by using several formulae27.

**RESULTS**

**Change of colour**

0.01M zinc acetate which is the transparent solution in water and 0.1M copper sulphate which is the blue solution in water, when mixed in water appear blue. Lemon leaf extract addition turns the solution green in colour resulting in zinc-copper bimetallic nanoparticles. Particles dried on Petri plate are easily scrapable due to the hygroscopic nature of copper sulphate. Figure 1 shows particle synthesis on a magnetic stirrer and dried nanoparticles on a Petri plate.

**P-XRD**

P-XRD pattern of Zn-Cu bimetallic nanoparticles show diffraction peaks at 2è values 25.95°, 28.62°, 31.82°, 35.57°, 40.84°, 56.40° and 58.49° corresponding to hkl values (003), (210), (100), (002), (012), (021) and (202) respectively as seen in Figure 2, which is in harmony with JCPDS file no. 001-1136 indicating effective incorporation of Zn$^+$ ions in CuO lattice thereby indicating triclinic primitive structure28. The average crystal size of nanoparticles calculated by the Scherrer formula was found to be 27.76nm.

**FTIR**

FTIR analysis of biosynthesized Zn-Cu BMNPs show characteristic peaks in Figure 3. Table 1 describes functional groups corresponding to peaks. Defined peaks indicate vibrational N-H stretching and bending of a primary aliphatic amine group, O-H stretch vibration of alcohol, C=C
stretching of conjugated and cyclic alkene, S=O stretching of sulfonate and sulfone groups, C-O stretching of vinyl ether, strong C-Br stretching of halo compound and several others.

**SEM-EDX**

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows SEM and EDX results of synthesized nanoparticles respectively. Scanning electron microscope along with energy dispersive X-ray analyser tells about the grain size of the particle along with elemental constitution to know the successful doping and formation of bimetallic nanoparticles.
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larger than 100nm as it is only a section of particle. EDX shows weight% of Zn, Cu and O along with some amount of S which may be due to functional groups in plant leaf extract.

**Bacterial identification**

**Gram staining**

Figure 6 shows gram staining image of isolated bacteria which clearly shows pink colonies that are rod-shaped and few spherical. This indicates our bacteria are gram-negative coccobacilli i.e. can be *E. coli* confirmed by biochemical tests.

---

**Table 1.** Vibrational frequencies of functional groups obtained by FTIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. no.</th>
<th>Frequency (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Possible functional groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3369.27 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>N-H stretch of aliphatic primary amine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3150.06 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>O-H stretch of alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>1628.48 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>C=C stretching of conjugated alkene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1515.99 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>N-H amine bendingC=C stretching of cyclic alkene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1195.18 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>S=O stretching of sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1111.30 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>S=O stretching of sulfone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>1013.76 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>C-O stretching of vinyl ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>863.02 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>C-H bending 1,2,4-trisubstituted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>672.19 cm⁻¹</td>
<td>C-Br stretching of halo compound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E is for Environmentally isolated bacteria and C is Clinically isolated bacteria.**

**Lactose Fermentation Test**

Figure 7 shows Mac Conkey broth inoculated with test bacteria turned from purple to yellow and bubbles were seen in Durham indicates acid and gas production by the bacteria which is positive for *E. coli*.

**IMViC Test**

Specially performed for coliform bacteria IMViC is an abbreviation for four tests i.e. Indole.
Fig. 4. SEM image of Zn-Cu BMNP

Fig. 5. EDX pattern of Zn-Cu BMNP
test, Methyl red test, Voges-Proskauer test and Citrate utilisation test. In the indole test addition of Kovac’s reagent to tryptone water, previously inoculated with the test organism, forms a cherry red colour ring and indicates a positive test. MR-VP broth is used for methyl red and voges-proskauer test. The addition of methyl red to MR-VP broth with test organism turns red and indicates positive methyl red test while the addition of alpha naphthol and potassium hydroxide turning MR-VP broth yellow indicates positive Voges-Proskauer test. In the citrate utilisation test, Simmons citrate agar turns blue after 24 hours with streaked bacteria. In E.coli indole and methyl red come positive and Voges-Proskauer and citrate utilisation comes negative. Figure 8 shows IMViC results are indicating E. coli.

**Hydrogen Sulphide Production Test**

SIM agar is used to make a stab and then inoculated with the test organism. The blackening of the medium indicates a positive test. But our test bacteria didn’t cause any blackening as seen in Figure 9. Hence, indicating the presence of E. coli.

**Pure culture formation**

Three different media were used to streak pure colonies of isolated E.coli. In Figure 10, pink colonies on Mac Conkey agar, White colonies on Nutrient agar and Green metallic sheen colonies on EMB agar indicates E.coli along with biochemical confirmation.

**Antimicrobial Activity assay**

Using the well diffusion method antimicrobial activity of zinc doped copper oxide bimetallic nanoparticles was calculated. Culture taken from Luria Bertani broth had colony-forming units as $1.31 \times 10^8$ CFU/ml and $1.72 \times 10^8$ CFU/ml for clinical and environmental samples respectively which is in accordance with 0.5M McFarland standard. The culture broth was diluted up to $10^5$ CFU/ml for activity assay. 100ìl of $10^5$ CFU/ml culture was pipetted on nutrient agar plated and well diffusion assay is done with particle alone and also a synergistic effect of the particle with antibiotic was checked. Comparison of bimetallic Zn-Cu was also tested against monometallic...
counterparts. Figure 11 and Table 2 shows the inhibition zones achieved. Monometallic zinc oxide and copper oxide nanoparticles were unable to kill the bacteria at this conc. thereby showing no zone of inhibition. Stock for all particles was 10mg/ml. 50ìl of particles are added in wells thereby making final conc. 0.5mg/ml. Thus, MIC of synthesized nanoparticles was found to be ≤0.5mg/ml. The Antibiotic used was gentamicin sulfate.

**Antibiofilm assay**

Crystal violet assay is used to determine biofilm formation by the bacteria and also antibiofilm activity of synthesized nanoparticles against 2 isolates E from environment and C from the clinical (nosocomial) source. Table 3 indicates biofilm formed by the bacteria and its disruption in presence of Zn-Cu BMNP from lemon leaf extract. Here S indicates strong biofilm formation and N indicates negative or no biofilm formed due to the presence of a particle. The formula used is in reference with measurement of biofilm formation by clinical isolates of *Escherichia coli* is method-dependent36.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we have synthesized zinc doped copper oxide bimetallic nanoparticles and characterized them via biophysical techniques such as P-XRD, FTIR and SEM-EDX. The result of the study indicates that the synthesized nanoparticles are triclinic and has an average particle size of 27.76nm. These particles have shown significant antibacterial and antibiofilm activity against *E. coli* with MIC of bimetallic nanoparticles ≤0.5mg/ml. The results of the study are more significant than previous studies carried out by Malka, E in 2013 and Khalid. A in 2021 with reference to their particle size and antibacterial activity37, 38. The result of the anti-biofilm activity of zinc doped copper oxide bimetallic nanoparticles is highly significant as compared with previous study carried out by Ashajyothi. C. in 2016 which was limited
Table 2. Zones of inhibition (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Zn-Cu BMNP</th>
<th>Zn-Cu BMNP+A</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>ZnO MMNP</th>
<th>CuO MMNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>18mm</td>
<td>12mm</td>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>17mm</td>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>32mm</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMNP-Bimetallic Nanoparticle
Antibiotic (Gentamicin Sulfate)
MMNP-Monometallic Nanoparticle

Table 3. Biofilm-Antibiofilm activity assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples Formula</th>
<th>E Biofilm</th>
<th>Antibiofilm</th>
<th>C Biofilm</th>
<th>Antibiofilm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BF=AB-CW</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.0374</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF=AB/CW</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBF=AB-CW/G</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.0521</td>
<td>0.5346</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Plates streaked for pure culture

Fig. 11. Antimicrobial activity assay of synthesized Zn-Cu BMNP
to use of monometallic copper and zinc oxide nanoparticles.

The possible reason for achieving less particle size of Zn-Cu BMNP may be due to the use of biogenic synthesis method at room temperature. Moreover, the synthesized particle has given the significant result against *E. coli* with reference to antibacterial and antibiofilm activity. It may be due to the use of fusion of two metals i.e. zinc and copper and phytochemicals of *Citrus limon* used for reduction and as capping agents while synthesis of nanoparticles.

**CONCLUSION**

Zinc-Copper Bimetallic Particles synthesized from *Citrus limon* leaf extract were found to be in nano range with average particle size 27.76nm as characterised by P-XRD, FTIR, SEM-EDX. Sample collected from both environmental and clinical sources found to have *E. coli* as confirmed by gram staining as well as biochemical tests. Biofilm assay of pure culture showed positive results thereby indicating biofilm formed by the bacteria is remarkable. The antimicrobial activity of nanoparticles synthesized against *E. coli* forming biofilm, was significant as compared to antibiotics giving zones of inhibition 12-18mm. Antibiofilm activity of synthesized nanoparticles was found to be quite effective.
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